
NEMESIS Analytics
Verify productivity, Increase efficiency

What is NEMESIS Analytics ?

Analytics is a windows® software that offers advanced report capabilities and it 
integrates the full traceability of the products. Analytics is compatible with all NEMESIS 
checkweigher, weigh-price labelers and grading systems. 

What is NEMESIS Data manager ?

NEMESIS Data manager is a windows® service running on both touchscreen and desktop 
computer / server. 

It makes available different options to capture the data:

•	 USB	flash	drive: just inserting the USB into the touchscreen the data is 
automatically copied to the drive. An open SQLite database containing data of the 
weights, events and batches is exported. These information can be easily imported 
with Analytics software into the SQL database.

•	 Ethernet:	through regular cable connection or WiFi is possible to send in real time 
information to service running on the desktop computer / server. A SQL database 
in generated and it contains data of the weights, events and batches.

•	 Open	protocol:	through TCP/IP a data protocol containing customized information 
can be enabled. This makes possible the use of custom software or to gather 
checkweigher data directly into the company management software.

Weights distribution chart. It shows how weights are spread around the target weight for a sample batch.



NEMESIS Analytics
Data capture and Statistics software

Extremely easy to use

Both NEMESIS Analytics and Data 
manager doesn’t require any 
configuration. They are just ready 
to go after you install them. The 
only configuration required is for 
the SQL database engine.

Browsing the collected data is easy 
as well thanks to the hundreds of 
SQL queries built into the software. 
It’s enough to select any filter 
(Date & Time, Product type, Batch 
ID, Machine ID, ...) and the data is 
immediately ready to check.

Customized report

While checking a report, it’s very 
easy to export the data into a 
standard file like PDF, XML or CSV.

Thanks to a very detailed options 
list, it is possible to select only 
the data that need to be exported 
making - this way - a more 
readable and compact report.

Furthermore, it is possible to 
gather data from multiple batches 
into a single report to measure the 
overall efficiency of a production 
shift or an entire month.

Multiple machines, error proof

There is no limit to the number of machines connected simultaneously to the system. 
The service NEMESIS Data manager automatically understand and detect new machines 
connected gathering all information into a single SQL database.

Even if the server goes down or there are network errors, it’s possible to syncronize the 
database with the USB flash drive recovering any data loss during the downtime.




